
Racism is not about blackness. It is about whiteness. 
The question [earlier this summer] should not have been, “Is 
Rachel Dolezal black?” or a question of “What is blackness?” 
The question should have been, “Why doesn’t Rachel Dolezal 
want to be white?”

The Charleston 9—Reverend Clementa Pinckney, Cynthia 
Hurd, Susie Jackson, Ethel Lance, Tywanza Sanders, Reverend 
DePayne Middleton-Doctor, Reverend Daniel Simmons Sr., 
Myra Thompson, and Reverend Sharonda Singleton—were 
not murdered because of their blackness. They were murdered 
because of Dylann Roof’s whiteness.

Whiteness is described by Marilyn Frye, as “a socially and 
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We Cannot Have Honest Discussions About 
Racism if We Refuse to Confront Whiteness

Thea Monyeé politically structured ideology that results in the unequal distri-
bution of power and privilege based on skin color.” bell hooks 
adds that it is “a state of unconsciousness, often invisible to white 
people, which perpetuates a lack of knowledge or understanding 
of difference, which is a root cause of oppression.”

We continuously examine racism by its effects on black 
people, instead of its roots in whiteness. As convenient as this is 
for white people, especially those who pride themselves on being 
“color-blind,” it continuously lays the burden of resolving racial 
issues at the foot of the very people it devastates. The result is a 
conversation where both black and white never create a solution 
to the root cause of systemic racism: Whiteness.

continued on page 6
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The Syracuse Peace Council (SPC),
founded in 1936, is an antiwar/social justice organization. 
We are community-based, autonomous and funded by the 
contributions of our supporters. 

SPC educates, agitates and organizes for a world where 
war, violence and exploitation in any form will no longer exist. 
We challenge the existing unjust power relationships among 
nations, among people and between ourselves and the environ-
ment. As members, we work to replace inequality, hierarchy, 
domination and powerlessness with mutual respect, personal 
empowerment, cooperation and a sense of community. 

Present social injustices cannot be understood in isolation 
from each other nor can they be overcome without recognizing 
their economic and militaristic roots. SPC stresses a strategy 
that makes these connections clear. We initiate and support 
activities that help build this sense of community and help 
tear down the walls of oppression. A fundamental basis for 
peace and justice is an economic system that places human 
need above monetary profit. We establish relationships among 
people based on cooperation rather than competition or the 
threat of destruction. 

Our political values and personal lives shape and reflect 
each other. In both we are committed to nonviolent means of 
conflict resolution and to a process of decision-making that 
responds to the needs of us all.
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drones. Hancock is a drone base just out-
side Syracuse; Niagara Falls, another, just 
outside of Buffalo. The walk is scheduled 
to end October 21; people are welcome 
to walk for all or part of it. It will include 
outreach programs at colleges and com-
munity centers along the way, including 
Rochester, Brockport, and Niagara Falls.

To  l ea rn  more ,  go  to  www.
upstatedroneaction.org or contact Carol.

NOON Supports Lacrosse 
Championship

Neighbors of the Onondaga Nation con-
gratulates the Onondaga for hosting the 
World Indoor Lacrosse Championship—a 
historic milestone. This is the first time that 
an indigenous nation has hosted such an 
international sporting event. 

NOON has been busy recruiting 
volunteers to help at the Championship 

Iran Nuclear Deal Victory - 
War Averted

After two months of vigorous tabling, 
rallying, phoning and sending postcards 
to representatives, enough members of 
the US Senate voted not to oppose the 
Iran Nuclear Deal. SPC members did all 
of the above. SPC members also met with 
Senator Gillibrand to talk to her about the 
deal. SPC was able to shore up her support 
by amplifying the voices of the majority of 
people who support the deal, despite the 
Senator being under enormous pressure 
to oppose it. The deal, lifting economic 
sanctions in exchange for stringent inspec-
tions of Iran’s nuclear program, is expected 
to be implemented. The end of painful 
economic sanctions will directly help the 
Iranian people. The deal will likely lead to 
de-escalation of tensions between Iran and 
the US, and in the region, and decreased 
likelihood of war. Special appreciation goes 
to Nuclear Free World committee members 
Diane Swords and Simon Morrin, whose 
persistence and creativity were essential.

Kathy Kelly to Speak 
October 6

On Tuesday, October 6 at 7 pm, Voices 
for Creative Nonviolence co-coordinator 
Kathy Kelly will speak at All Saints Church 
(1340 Lancaster Ave., Syracuse). She re-
cently returned from one of her many trips 
to Afghanistan and will speak on “Kabul 
to Syracuse to Niagara Falls: A Walk to 
Ground the Drones and End the Wars.” 

Kathy is here to participate in the 
beginning of the Undrone Upstate walk, 
which begins at Hancock Air Base and ends 
165 miles later at Niagara Falls Air Base. 
The Walk is being planned by the Upstate 
Coalition to Ground the Drones and End 
the Wars to heighten public awareness of 
the mindless murder and relentless terror 
perpetrated in our names by the use of killer 

Educate, Agitate, Organize: SPC IN ACTION
compiled by Carol Baum

2013 East Genesee St., Syracuse, NY 13210 • (315) 472-5478 • spc@peacecouncil.net  
www.peacecouncil.net • OFFICE HOURS:  M-F, 11 am-5 pm

Staff OrganizerS
Carol Baum: carol@peacecouncil.net • Ursula Rozum: ursula@peacecouncil.net  

Amelia Lefevre: amelia@peacecouncil.net continued on next page

and tabling with NOON materials at the 
Vendors Village at Onondaga. We—and the 
Onondaga—have given away hundreds of 
our Neighbor to Neighbor, Nation to Na-
tion booklets. Each person who had their 
passport stamped at the Onondaga Nation 
received one. The Post-Standard published 
our op-ed pushing for greater recognition 
of the sovereignty of the Onondaga Nation 
and the Haudenosaunee Confederacy. The 
print version was on the front page of a 
Sunday Commentary section, taking up 
three-quarters of the page. (Oh yeah—we 
saw some great lacrosse games, too!)

Onondaga Land Rights— 
10 Years Later

In 2005, the Onondaga Nation filed a Land 
Rights Action in NYS courts that asked for 
official recognition that their land had been 
stolen and a seat at the table to determine 
how to clean up the natural environment in 
their historic territory. Today the case is in 
the international arena and the Onondaga 
are waiting to hear from the Organization 

On September 21, the UN-designated World Day of Peace, five members of Upstate Drone Action 
Coalition to Ground the Drones and End the Wars were arrested as they held large banners reading 
“Drones Kill Children”  across the main entrance of Hancock Air Base, a home of the weaponized 
MQ9 Reaper drone. Visit peacecouncil.net for a list of arrestees. Join them in court on October 14 
at 6 pm in the Town of Dewitt Court (5400 Butternut Dr., East Syracuse). Photo: Ellen Grady
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you for all you’ve given to the Syracuse 
community!

Anti-Racism Study Group
The Peace Council’s Anti-Racism & White 
Privilege Study Group is halfway through 
its first session. About 30 anti-racist white 
people have been gathering every few 
weeks to examine our own white privilege 
and educate ourselves about institutional 
racism. When we learn and talk together 
about racism and our role in interrupting 
it, we can become better equipped to work 
in multi-racial coalitions to end centuries 
of oppression caused by white supremacy. 
(See page 5 for a glossary of racism-related 
terms.) To learn more, visit www.peace-
council.net/study-group.

Contact Amelia to receive information 
about the next session of the Study Group, 
starting in early 2016. Dates have not been 
chosen yet, so please let us know about 
your availability.

Justice for Palestine
The CNY Working for Just Peace in Pal-
estine and Israel committee is currently 
researching local corporations that profit 
from Israel’s occupation of Palestine. Several 
international companies with operations 
in Central New York provide services to 
Israel and are targets of the international 
movement for Boycott, Divestment and 
Sanctions. The realty company RE/MAX 
is involved with illegal settlement expan-

of the Americas. In the mean time, what 
has changed here in this area that neighbors 
and Onondaga alike call home? What clean 
ups have happened and protections put in 
place for the precious earth? And what 
remains to be done?

These are the questions we hope to 
answer at a mid-November event to reflect 
on the decade since the Onondaga filed their 
Land Rights Action. Stay tuned for date 
and location details. Contact Amelia to get 
on the NOON email announcements list.

Goodbye to Barb Humphrey
SPC and the Syracuse community are saying 
a fond farewell to Barbara Humphrey who, 
after calling Syracuse home for several 
decades, is moving to Florida to be closer 
to her son and his family. In recent years, 
Barbara has served on the SPC Steering 
Committee, the Ground the Drones Com-
mittee, and the Fundraising Committee. 
She has also been an active organizer of 
the new local Veterans for Peace chapter. 
In her decades living in Syracuse, she has 
worked with neighborhood groups, social 
services organizations, local government, 
on political campaigns and as an active and 
reliable SPC activist.

Barbara Humphrey exemplifies what it 
means to be a “community activist.” Bar-
bara, we wish you joy in the next phase of 
your life.  Your camaraderie and righteous 
passion for justice will be missed. Thank 

SPC in Action / from previous page

continued on page 15

sion in the West Bank. The security firm 
G4S, which provides security services at 
the Syracuse Airport, operates prisons and 
checkpoints in Palestine, and global defense 
contractor Lockheed Martin produces the 
F-16 jets that Israel has used in its assaults 
on the Gaza strip. The committee’s next 
meeting is Monday October 19 at 6 pm. 
Contact Ursula.

Volunteers Wanted!
The Syracuse Peace Council runs on people 
power. If you are passionate about working 
for peace and challenging US militarism, 
racism and capitalism, then there is a role 
for you at SPC. We are particularly in 
need of activists who want to volunteer 
regularly at the office. Consider signing 
up for weekly “office hours” to help with 
office and organizational tasks. Are you 
more interested in joining a committee? 
Our program committees (see page 2) 
welcome new activists to join in strategiz-
ing and planning local campaigns, actions 
and events. 

Getting involved with SPC can be a 
great opportunity to develop new skills, 
connect with other social justice activists, 
and contribute to the collective project of 
building the just and peaceful world we 
know is possible. Don’t hesitate to contact 
the SPC office to speak with our staff orga-
nizers to find the role that’s right for you.

STREET HEAT 
Get out in the streets every week 
speaking out against war and Reaper 
drones. Bring your own sign or use 
one of ours.

 
Oct 6 Hancock Airbase Entrance 
  (E. Molloy Rd., between   
  Thompson & Townline Rds.) 
Oct 13 Adams & Almond Sts. 
Oct 20 Hancock Airbase Entrance 
Oct 27  Adams & Almond Sts. 

Regional Market, Park St. entrance
Questions? Contact Ed or Ann, 

315-478-4571

Tuesdays 4:15-5 pm

Every Saturday 9-10 am

Ursula Rozum and Wendy Yost staffing SPC’s booth at the State Fair. We’ve been busy tabling all 
over the place in the past month. Thanks to the packers and luggers of our literature, tents, and 
merchandise, and to set-up and take-down people and booth staffers! Photo: Carol Baum
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continued on page 7

Anti-Racist Glossary
Compiled by the PNL Editorial Committee

Ally. 1. A person or group that actively 
uses the privilege afforded them by society 
(e.g. white privilege, male privilege, etc.) 
to take down the structures that distribute 
benefits to the group the ally is part of. 

2. A person or group that commodi-
fies and exploits solidarity with oppressed 
groups for financial or social gain. In the 
words of the unnamed Indigenous author 
of the article Accomplices Not Allies: 
Abolishing the Ally Industrial Complex, 
“Where struggle is commodity, allyship is 
currency. Ally has also become an identity, 
disembodied from any real mutual under-
standing of support.”

Accomplice or co-conspirator. An ally (see 
definition 1) who recognizes the necessity 
of anti-oppression work for all people, 
including themselves. In other words, an 
accomplice or co-conspirator is not “help-
ing” oppressed people and does not cease 
in the work when a particular struggle 
slips from public attention. Accomplices 
and co-conspirators maintain horizontal 
relationships of trust with members of op-
pressed groups and support the oppressed 
group’s strategies instead of imposing 
one’s own ideas.

Apartheid. Apartheid involves the forced 
spatial separation of people by imposed 
racial categories which are placed in a 
hierarchy (in South Africa it was whites 
at the top, Indians, coloreds (mixed race), 
Cape Malays and Chinese in the middle, 
and blacks at the bottom). New forms of 
apartheid do not invoke race explicitly 
in laws to avoid condemnation and legal 
suits, but rely on less direct ways to enforce 
separation and hierarchy, such as market-
driven gentrification, gated communities, 
incarceration, explicit or implicit ethnic-
based nationalist laws, and contemporary 
forms of redlining.

Color-blind racism. A belief system that 
equates any acknowledgement of race with 
racism. Assimilation with the dominant 
(white) culture is encouraged and held up as 
a sign that we live in a “post-racial” society. 
This belief system ignores the historical 
legacies of racist practices in the US.

Environmental racism. The phenomenon 
in which white people are less likely to live 
in proximity to toxins and other environ-
mental dangers than people of color. This 
is a result of structural racism in housing 
policies and housing markets, as well as 
the greater access and influence white 
people, including white environmental-
ists, have over government and industry 
to ensure industrial and waste sites are 
moved elsewhere. In some cases, race 
predicts whether one lives near toxins 
more accurately than class.

Institutional racism. A term coined in 
the late 1960s to recognize that “racism 
need not be individualist, essentialist or 
intentional… Institutional racism can be 
prescribed by formal rules but depends, 
minimally, on organizational cultures that 
tolerate such behaviors. Racist institutional 

decisions neither require nor preclude the 
participation of racist individuals” (Toward 
a Structural Racism Framework, Grant-
Thomas & powell).

Interpersonal racism. Common popular 
definitions of racism are often limited to 
actions, beliefs and feelings based on race, 
also know as interpersonal racism. This 
limited definition often carries implica-
tions that racism: 1. exists primarily in 
individuals; 2. is either present or is not 
(no gray area, a.k.a. essentialism); 3. must 
be intentional; and 4. consists exclusively 
of actions or words that are race-targeted 
(Toward a Structural Racism Framework, 
Grant-Thomas & powell).

Introduction to the 
October Issue

The Peace Council recognizes that systems of oppression cannot be understood 
in isolation from each other and that oppression, including racism, is very closely 
linked to militarism. However, we have not always looked at racism directly as a 
primary area of our work for justice.

A group of activists within SPC is working to make us a truly anti-racist or-
ganization. We are beginning to interrogate our organizational design and culture 
in order to eradicate racist or exclusionary practices. Acknowledging that we are 
currently a predominantly white organization, we believe that disseminating an 
understanding of white privilege in our organization and Syracuse’s broader justice 
community is essential for us to move forward.

This issue of the Peace Newsletter is dedicated to cultivating clarity of thought 
about how racism works and the complicity of individual, organizational and com-
munity practices in perpetuating it. We have compiled a glossary of terms that, 
while not comprehensive, we hope will help to clarify contemporary racism and 
anti-racist work. The two re-printed articles you’ll find in this issue express impor-
tant black perspectives on how racism operates in white social justice circles today.

Being located in Syracuse, we must keep certain facts in mind. Syracuse was 
ranked the ninth most racially segregated city in the country by the Brookings 
Institution in 2010. Syracuse was also recently ranked first for having the most 
concentrated black and Hispanic poverty in the country in a study conducted at 
Rutgers University. The Peace Council must be more attuned to these realities. 
These facts are more than just context for organizing. Rather, we must infuse into 
our organizing an understanding of our position within systems of racial segrega-
tion and inequity as we work to confront these systems.

―Peace Newsletter Editorial Committee
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Whiteness / from cover

But isn’t this the conversation we claim we want to have? 
The conversation that is long overdo even after Barack Obama 
has been elected…twice?

Yes. It is the honest, straightforward conversation sidestepped 
by mainstream media, avoided by white people, and mumbled in 
the privacy of black homes. It is the conversation that challenges 
white people to evaluate, “Do I benefit from being white? Why 
am I resistant to owning the history of my ancestors and how 
has it impacted people of color all over the world? Is it possible 
that I unconsciously harbor racial bias?”

The choice to avoid discussing whiteness is a matter of life 
and death. The reasons we avoid conversations about whiteness 
are: One, conversations about whiteness makes white people feel 
uncomfortable; and two, most black people are not comfortable 
with making white people feel uncomfortable.

Historically, giving up our space to ensure the comfort of 
white people has been a necessity to ensure self-preservation. 
Today, not much has changed. Black people still allow and even 
support shifting from significant conversations about white vio-
lence and privilege to headlines about black-on-black crime and 
whether hip hop is to blame for white kids saying the N word. 

Trayvon Martin’s murder became 
a story about how black youth 
dress. McKinney became a story 
about why black people don’t 
know how to swim. The story 
about the Charleston 9 became a 
story about mental illness and gun 
control. We, black people, actu-
ally spent an entire week arguing 
over whether a pathological liar 
and clearly white woman should 
be entitled to define herself as a 
black woman because she picked 
up a brown crayon, at age five. 
Really?

White people being uncomfortable is a part of the healing 
process, and it is the pathway to developing authentic alliances. 
Many self-proclaimed white allies are perfectly comfortable 
pitying blackness and interjecting their opinions into conversa-
tions about the black experience, until you mention whiteness. 
Mentioning whiteness unearths the infected parts of their identity, 
and the unexamined narrative that is edited out of every single 
story about race. It often reveals a well intentioned, yet privileged 
human being with no framework for how to use their whiteness 
to address and attack systemic racism.

So long as issues of race are centered on blackness, whiteness 
will show its dangerous face in our organizations, our churches, 
in uniforms, and in our untested allies. It is our responsibility to 
make whiteness the focal point of race-centered conversations, 
to allow white people to learn from their discomfort, and to 
remember that our blackness is not the reason that racism exists.

Thea Monyee is a writer and HBO Def Poet. She is the owner of 
Canvas Center for Creative Wellness in Los Angeles and the coor-
dinator for the Gender & Sexuality Resource Center at Cal State 
Los Angeles. She is the author of Murmurs of a MadWoman: An 
Unconventional Memoir.

THE GLOBAL CITIZEN
Graphic Art of 

Marlena Buczek Smith 
on exhibit at ArtRage thru 

October 24, 2015 
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Intersectionality. Systems of oppression 
often exploit and reinforce each other. Rac-
ism, ableism, patriarchy, sexism, transphobia, 
the capitalist class system, and colonialism 
intersect and are often thoroughly dependent 
on each other. For example, black people 
with disabilities and black trans men are 
the targets of violence more often than 
able-bodied, cis-gendered black men or 
white people with disabilities and white 
trans men. Intersectional organizing is an 
attempt to counter the “oppression Olym-
pics,” where victims of different systems of 
oppression vie for priority and undermine 
one another.

New Jim Crow. A set of nominally non-
racial institutions and policies that coalesce 
to rob black men in particular of their 
physical freedom, the right to vote, and 
rights to social benefits such as housing 
subsidies. Young men of color pass through 
the school-to-prison pipeline, subject to 
unevenly enforced drug laws and forms of 
racial profiling, and kept under the control 
of correctional systems for the rest of their 
lives. The New Jim Crow begins where 
old Jim Crow left off, leaving a racial 
caste system in place and destroying lives, 
families and communities.

Positionality. Aspects of one’s identity such 
as race, gender identity, sexual orientation, 
class, and age, and the relative power in 
society that each of these aspects does 
or does not afford. In other words, your 
positionality describes your relationship 
to people of other identities in terms of 
social power.

Redlining. The practice of denying services 
on the basis of race in order to control the 
racial composition of a neighborhood or 
other space. Denying housing mortgages 
to blacks in many neighborhoods was law 
in the mid-20th century after the National 
Housing Act of 1934. If you compare the 
maps used to implement redlining laws 
with maps of racial composition today, 
the impact of those laws today is obvious. 
Today redlining is done implicitly or extra-
legally, as when home- and auto-insurance 
companies deny coverage to people based 
on the racial composition of their zip code 
or profiles that correspond to race.

Respectability politics. Telling individu-
als or communities of oppressed peoples 

to act more like the dominant group in 
order to receive fair treatment and respect. 
Respectability politics assumes that any 
bad outcome for black people and other 
oppressed peoples is caused by their own 
behavior, ignoring history and differences 
in power, and can be solved if oppressed 
peoples just change their behavior— pro-
nounce words in a particular white dialect, 
pull up their pants, or listen to different 
music. In the imagination of respectability 
politics, police brutality, mass incarcera-
tion, and economic inequalities will all 
vanish with a few superficial changes. The 
politics of respectability often employs the 
language of class, e.g. “have some class,” 
due to the tendency to conflate class and 
race. Related to tone policing.

Structural racism. A framework for under-
standing racism that includes interpersonal 
racism, institutional racism, and adds the 
interactions between various institutions as 
a factor contributing to racial disparities. 
This framework holds that “the operation 
of different institutional actors within and 

across domains such as education, employ-
ment, healthcare and criminal justice jointly 
produce social opportunities and outcomes. 
This interdependence has profound impli-
cations for transmitting inequality across 
domains and for remedying inequality.” The 
structural racism framework focuses on the 
racially distributed outcomes of policies 
and institutional interactions, and does not 
require that policies, etc. be race-based 
to consider them to have racist impacts 
(Toward a Structural Racism Framework, 
Grant-Thomas & powell).

Structural racism, Marxist. Class was 
the crucial dynamic that formed our un-
derstanding of race when categorization by 
skin color and origin became an ideological 
mechanism to justify global conquest and 
the formation of class hierarchies within 
European colonies around the world dur-
ing the last 500 years. These hierarchies 
included chattel slavery, indentured ser-

continued on page 13

Anti-Racist Glossary / from page 7
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#BlackLivesMatter More Than the Hurt 
Feelings of White Progressives™

Imani Gandy

Imani Gandy is the Senior Legal Analyst at RH Reality Check, and 
one of the hosts of the popular podcast, This Week In Blackness.

Editor’s Note: A slightly longer version of this article was 
originally published at rhrealitycheck.org on August 11, 2015, 
after Black Lives Matter activists interrupted a political rally of 
presidential candidate Bernie Sanders in Seattle.

Yesterday morning, I tweeted something that now seems irrational.
I tweeted that there was no way I would vote for Bernie 

Sanders, and that is entirely due to the relentless campaign of 
harassment to which some of his more overzealous support-
ers have subjected me and other Black people on Twitter and 
Facebook. I even mentioned, as I have in the past, that I would 
vote for Hillary Clinton out of spite, even though I have not yet 
forgiven her for the racist campaign that she ran in 2008 against 
President Obama.

As soon as I tweeted it, I knew it was irrational. Why would 
I refuse to vote for a person whose political positions are most 
aligned with mine simply because his followers have treated 
me with overwhelming disrespect, condescension, and flat-out 
ugliness? It’s irrational. I admit it.

But do you know what else is irrational? The behavior of 
Sanders’ fanatical supporters in response to the disruption by 
#BlackLivesMatter activists at the Netroots Nation convention 
and the Sanders rally in Seattle led by Marissa Johnson and Mara 
Willaford this past weekend.

The last few weeks have exposed some real ugliness in 
the progressive movement, ugliness that has been simmering 
just below the surface for a long time, but which, due to Black 
women’s increasing recognition of our political power coupled 
with leadership in the #BlackLivesMatter movement and un-
apologetic commitment to dismantling white supremacy, has 
erupted into a fountain of White Progressive™ racism.

And it is appalling.
So it is in that context that I frustratedly tweeted that I would 

never vote for Bernie Sanders.
But the thing about irrationality is that sometimes it subsides 

and rational thought takes hold. And so it did with me.
Yes, I am tired of being belittled, and slandered, and talked 

down to, but that doesn’t mean that I should sacrifice my well-
being and the well-being of my community out of spite. And I 
suspect that the many Black people that I have seen who have 
echoed my sentiment will change their tune in the upcoming 
months.

But for that to happen, Sanders’ overzealous supporters 
need to back off.

Sanders’ fanatics have been viciously harassing Black 
people on Twitter and Facebook for weeks now—ever since 
the #BlackLivesMatter activists stood up during the presidential 
town hall at Netroots Nation and demanded that Sanders provide 

substantive answers about what he would do about the epidemic 
of police violence in the Black community.

In the wake of that protest, Sanders supporters took to Twit-
ter to condescend, patronize, and belittle Black people, talking 
to us as if we are stupid and don’t know what’s best for us, and 
therefore should listen to our White Progressive™ betters lest 
we usher in a Trump presidency or a Clinton presidency or 
whomever is the Boogey Man du jour.

These supporters have twisted and perverted what is a 
movement about the liberation of Black people and turned it 
into a weapon to be used against us. They threaten to withdraw 
their support in protesting state violence against Black people. 
In the wake of the Seattle protest over the weekend, Sanders’ 
fanatical supporters behaved just as horribly as they had after 
the Netroots Nation protest.

If this progressive rage—primarily white progressive rage—
at Black voters continues, one has to wonder whether or not 
Sanders can be defined by the company he keeps, and whether 
that company will sink any chance he has at becoming the next 
Democratic nominee.

And let me be clear: It won’t be Sanders’ fault if he loses 
the primary. It will be the fault of his supporters.

The Protests are working.
Despite reacting poorly to the protests when they were hap-

pening, Sanders has been doing all the right things.
Mere days after the Netroots protest, Bernie Sanders began 

tweeting about #BlackLivesMatter and #SayHerName. Indeed, 
the day after the protest, he said Sandra Bland’s name at a rally 
in Dallas.

BLM activist Tia Oso (center) after she grabbed the microphone from 
moderator Jose Antonio Vargas (left) as presidential candidate Martin 
O’Malley (right) looks on at the Netroots Nation Conference on July 18. 
Source: nationaljournal.com
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continued on page 11

And in a move I consider savvy, he hired Symone Sanders, 
a young Black organizer with the Coalition for Juvenile Justice 
and supporter of the #BlackLivesMatter movement as his press 
secretary. And whatever your view of the hire—in the New 
Republic, Jamil Smith writes that “hiring Symone Sanders, a 
black woman, as his press secretary… can’t be expected to mol-
lify the movement. #BlackLivesMatter wants policies for black 
people, not black people for his policies”—it is undeniable that 
the #BlackLivesMatter protesters are inspiring Bernie Sanders 
to address the concerns of Black women.

On the morning after the Seattle protest, Sanders published 
a page to his website that addresses racial justice, and specifi-
cally addresses police violence on its own terms. His racial justice 
platform includes Physical Violence (i.e., police violence), Po-
litical Violence (i.e., disenfranchisement), Legal Violence (i.e., 
mass incarceration of people of color), and his bread and butter, 
Economic Violence (i.e., unemployment and income inequality).

This would not have happened were it not for the #Black-
LivesMatter protesters.

Indeed, Smith writes, “A campaign representative reached 
out to me to say that those proposals, in the works for the three 
weeks since Netroots, were derived from a speech that’s been 
on the site since July 25.”

Just yesterday, Bernie Sanders tackled the issue of institu-
tional racism at a rally in Los Angeles.

And let’s not forget that immediately after the Netroots 
protest, Democracy for America, the organization founded by 
Howard Dean in 2004, issued a press release via email stating 
the following:

“After hearing the calls of our friends in the #BlackLivesMat-
ter movement, that’s exactly what we intend to do. Here is what 
Democracy for America is committing to as an organization with 
a mission to elect more and better Democrats across the country:
•   We will ask every single candidate who asks for our support 
what they have done, and what they will do to stand up alongside 
the Movement for Black Lives while confronting structural rac-
ism within our country’s culture of white supremacy. As TIME 
magazine reported, this will apply to candidates running up and 

down the ballot—from local and state level candidates 
to the 2016 Democratic presidential contenders.
•   DFA will be working with campaigns to commu-
nicate with voters more often and more effectively 
about race by actively helping campaigns poll on 
racial justice issues and amplify messaging that 
takes on structural racism.”

None of this would have happened if not for 
the #BlackLivesMatter protesters.

The #BlackLivesMatter activists are changing 
the political conversation. Black women are flexing 
our political muscles. And it is obvious that Bernie 
Sanders and the progressive infrastructure is listening.

The only people who continue to stalwartly 
refuse to listen are his fanatical supporters. They 
stubbornly continue to claim that the protests are 
stupid and counterproductive despite clear evidence 
to the contrary, and they express their displeasure 
in rhetoric steeped in racism and misogynoir.

And it’s profoundly depressing.

Sanders and the Need for the Black 
Vote
Ultimately, Bernie Sanders has a coalition problem. His coali-
tion is comprised of primarily white progressives and liberals, 
unsurprising for a man who hails from a state that is 94 percent 
white. And when a vocal section of that coalition thinks belittling 
and harassing Black people is a smart way to encourage Black 
people to vote for Bernie Sanders, Bernie Sanders likely has a 
larger problem on his hands than he probably realizes.

Black women are the most loyal and reliable Democratic 
voting bloc. We won the election for Obama in 2012. Black 
voter turnout surpassed white voter turnout in 2012. We won the 
gubernatorial election for Terry McAuliffe in Virginia.

No Democratic candidate can win without the support of 
Black voters, particularly Black women. And now that that is 
clear, we are no longer content for Democrats to take our votes 
for granted. The crisis in our community is too grave to blindly 
support a candidate and then hope they’ll get around to address-
ing our issues.

And when we see Sanders supporters entertaining conspiracy 
theories about the #BlackLivesMatter movement being funded 
by George Soros or Hillary Clinton, we have to wonder why it 
is easier for white and non-Black progressives to believe in lu-
dicrous theories about #BlackLivesMatter attempting to destroy 
the progressive movement or destroy Bernie Sanders than it is 
to believe that the movement is beyond partisan politics—that 
the Black women who are standing up in protest are fighting for 
their very lives and the lives of their children.

The name-calling and slander of #BlackLivesMatter sup-
porters and activists, particularly Black women, by white and 
non-Black progressives is truly shameful.

Ben Cohen at The Daily Banter called the protesters “idi-
ots.” Hamilton Nolan at Gawker called them “stupid.” The staff 
of Ring of Fire Radio wrote a truly hateful post in which they 
complained that the #BlackLivesMatter movement was too fo-
cused on Black queer women—because God forbid a movement 

BLM Seattle co-founder Mara Willaford upstages Bernie Sanders on August 8. Source: 
[need to get from Aly before Monday]
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decenter whiteness—and that Black lesbians (i.e., the founders of 
#BlackLivesMatter) were trying to destroy Bernie Sanders and 
the progressive movement. (That post has since been removed.)

Marissa Johnson, one of the women who led the Seattle 
protest, has been smeared in a blog post being circulated on 
Patheos as well as a fact-free blog post on PoliticusUSA  as a 
“Sarah Palin supporter” and a “radical Christian.” (She supported 
Palin when she was 17, and no longer does now that she is 24).

These are the same people who will swear up and down 
that they are your allies, right up until the protest for Black 
lives inconveniences them in some way or they disagree with 
the activists’ tactics.

On Allyship
To those primarily white and non-Black progressives spreading 
conspiracy theories about #BlackLivesMatter being funded by 
Soros or paid by the Clinton campaign —as if it is so unfathom-
able that a group of Black women would be politically savvy 
enough to organize protests without backing from a rich white 
savior like Soros or the Clintons—I can only say that your 
behavior is fundamentally anti-progressive and practically in-
distinguishable from the behavior of your average Tea Partier 
or Rush Limbaugh enthusiast.

And to those white and non-Black progressives who are 
not buying into the more outlandish conspiracy theories, but are 
nevertheless criticizing the protests as rude, ineffective, stupid, or 
inconvenient, and who have penned articles offering unwanted 
and unneeded advice to these brave Black women, I will only 
say this: Your opinion doesn’t matter.

As Monique Teal recently wrote for Daily Kos:
“Posting that you don’t understand the strategy behind a tactic 

exposes you as clinging to white supremacy. Allies don’t decide 
the strategy of an oppressed group, they support the strategy said 
group develops. Period. Stop telling us that we need your valida-
tion of our humanity. Because that’s what you’re saying every 
time you talk about “strategy.” You can house your privilege in 

a thousand ways but ultimately, telling people to shut up because 
you don’t like what they are saying and how they are organizing 
makes you an oppressor.”

You may be inclined to point to disagreement among Black 
people about the tactics of the #BlackLivesMatter activists and 
glom on to that disagreement to voice your own disagreement.

Don’t.
There is certainly disagreement within the movement about 

tactics, but that’s a conversation to be had by and among Black 
people about the liberation of Black people. It’s simply not 
your place.

That is not to say that we as Black people do not welcome 
white allies. But that allyship cannot be conditioned upon respect-
ability politics or upon Black people acting in a way that makes 
you comfortable or else. That’s not allyship. That’s a threat.

If you intend to fight with us for our lives, you cannot wield 
your allyship as a Sword of Damocles to be dropped on 
our heads as soon as #BlackLivesMatter activists protest, 
in your view, the wrong candidate, at the wrong time, 
in the wrong space.

I have seen far too many fragile white progressives 
exclaim, “You’ve lost an ally to your cause!”

First, allyship is not an identity that can be self-
declared. Being an ally is a process. And it can be a 
grueling and unpleasant process, especially for those 
who have never had to wrestle with decentering white-
ness and centering Blackness instead.

Second, if you are truly a white ally, you recognize 
that #BlackLivesMatter isn’t “our” cause. It’s a cause 
for social justice. It’s your cause too. And if you believe 
that threatening to retract your support is a viable threat, 
know this: It is not. It is actually a relief because when 
push comes to shove, Black people need white allies who 
will be in the trenches with us, not fair-weather audience 
participants.

#BlackLivesMatter More / from page 9

 BLM National co-Founder Patrisse Cullors (center) leads chants at 
Netroots Nation. Source: AP I understand that this may be hard for some of you to read. 

You may be angry at me. You may feel diminished because 
you are likely accustomed to the warm blanket of whiteness in 
progressive spaces, and are resistant to centering Black lives 
and Black issues. Some of you have never been told that your 
opinion doesn’t matter. And your initial reaction may be outrage 
or to think that I’m racist or that I hate white people.

Nothing could be further from the truth.
Besides, the issue is not whether I or any #BlackLivesMat-

ter activist or supporter hates white people. The issue, as Seattle 
protester and activist Marissa Johnson so succinctly put it in her 
radio interview with This Week in Blackness Prime, is whether 
or not you love Black people and are personally accountable to 
Black people.

Loving Black people is different than not hating Black people. 
Loving Black people is different than not standing in opposition 
to Black people. Loving Black people is different than tolerating 
Black people. If you love Black people and you, as a non-Black 
progressive, believe that #BlackLivesMatter is your cause, then 
fight with us. If you don’t or you’re not sure, then we will fight 
on without you. But believe me: The fight will continue. The 
disruptions will continue. The demands for recognition that our 
lives matter will continue.

By all indications, Bernie Sanders recognizes that our com-
munity is in crisis.

You should follow his lead.
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CHARLES BLOW 
AND ROSS DOUTHAT

Charles Blow is the visual op-ed columnist for The New York Times—with a 
weekly column from a liberal perspective covering politics, public opinion 
and justice appearing every Saturday—as well as a regular contributor to 
CNN. Author and influential blogger Ross Douthat is the youngest op-ed 
columnist in the history of the Times; representing a new generation of 
conservative commentator, he pens vigorous and penetrating analyses 
of domestic and international politics and government. For the University 
Lectures, the two newspaper colleagues and friends will take part in what 
promises to be a captivating discussion and sharing of perspectives on 
the topic of social inequality, moderated by SU alumnus and current SU 
Law student Jesse Feitel ’13. 

Charles Blow and Ross Douthat
“Social Inequality: the How, Why and What to Do?”
Tuesday, Oct. 13, 2015

Sponsored in cooperation with the S.I. Newhouse School of Public Communications, the 
LGBT Resource Center, University College, the Intergroup Dialogue Program, the School of 
Education and Syracuse Symposium. 

lectures.syr.edu
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intelligent, civilized and valuable than 
people of color. This belief system was 
invented to justify white conquest of the 
world, and the enslavement and dispos-
session of peoples of color during the last 
500 years. Today in the US, most people 
associate the phrase “white supremacy” 
with the Ku Klux Klan or other overt hate 
groups. Yet white supremacy is more insidi-
ous and widespread, reproducing itself in 
most institutions in society in both subtle 
and overt ways.

Whitewashing. How the role of people of 
color in organizations or historical move-
ments is erased and whites are given undue 
credit, e.g. how the pioneering role that 
black musicians played in the development 
of rock music is neglected in favor of white 
musicians. Some music historians think 
that “rock and roll” started as a term for 
blues music played by white people, even 
if it was originally indistinguishable from 
that played by black people. The formative 
roles people of color played in the labor 
movement are likewise neglected.

Visit www.peacecouncil.net/pnl for links 
to sources contributing information to 
this glossary.

Anti-Racist Glossary / from page 7
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vitude, and wage labor. Capitalism used 
racial distinctions to dehumanize people 
of color and divide and rule, spreading and 
intensifying class hierarchies around the 
world. These race-based class hierarchies 
are still in place in many countries today, 
especially in the Americas and Europe. 
Capitalism creates, propagates and exploits 
racism, along with many other forms of 
oppression, to undermine solidarity among 
wage laborers.

Tone policing. A tactic to delegitimize 
resistance to oppression, used when some-
one shuts down criticism of oppression by 
criticizing the tone of the speaker, usually if 
the critic is angry or otherwise upset. Also 
used to attack strategies of resistance by 
claiming that anger will prevent resistors 
from being taken seriously (a mistaken 
critique if history is any indicator).

White fragility. Feelings such as guilt and 
defensiveness that white people may exhibit 
when confronted with their racial identity 
and privilege. White people are socialized 

to see themselves and their culture as the 
center and the standard, and as non-racial. 
When pushed to acknowledge their white 
racial identity and the privilege that comes 
with it, many white people have feelings of 
anger, fear, confusion, numbness, guilt and 
defensiveness. When a white person holds 
these feelings as more important than the 
harm done to a person or people of color, 
that person is exhibiting white fragility.

White privilege. “A transparent preference 
for whiteness that saturates our society” 
(White Anti-Racist Activism, Holladay). 
This manifests in opportunities, benefits, 
and protection from negative societal 
treatment which is generally enjoyed by 
white people and generally not available 
to people of color. These material, social 
and psychological benefits range from 
the light-toned “flesh-colored” bandaid to 
presumptions of competence to a greater 
chance of financial stability due to a his-
tory in which white people were able to 
accumulate wealth to a much greater extent 
than people of color; and there are count-
less other examples.

White supremacy. White supremacy holds 
that people of European descent are more 
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NAOMI KLEIN

Naomi Klein is an award-winning journalist, syndicated columnist and 
author of the 2007 New York Times and No. 1 international bestseller “The 
Shock Doctrine: The Rise of Disaster Capitalism.” In her most recent book, 
2014’s “This Changes Everything,” Klein argues that climate change isn’t 
just another issue to be neatly fi led between taxes and health care. The 
climate crisis challenges us to abandon the core “free market” ideology 
of our time, restructure the global economy, and remake our political 
systems. In short, either we embrace radical change ourselves or radical 
changes will be visited upon our physical world.  

Naomi Klein
“This Changes Everything: Capitalism vs. the Climate”
Tuesday, Nov. 3, 2015

Sponsored in cooperation with the LGBT Resource Center and Syracuse Symposium.

lectures.syr.edu
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Sign the petition at www. actionnetwork.
org/groups/urban-jobs-task-force (or come 
to SPC to sign a hard copy).

Joe Leonard ¡Presente!
Joe Leonard lived life on his own terms 
whether it was managing a rock band or the 
Dragons Emporium (a head shop), teaching 
math to high school students or workers 
returning for a college refresher, fighting 
for civil rights, spearheading a program 
for seniors teaching them how not to fall, 
fighting for LGBT rights, working for 
peace and social justice. He was a proud 
member of the ACLU, Sage Upstate and 
the Syracuse Peace Council. The last time 
he was at SPC, he had come to improve 
his “letters to the editor” writing skills. He 
was a sweet, gentle soul who cared about 
everyone’s rights. The world is a finer place 
for having had Joe in it.

Plowshares Lawn Signs 
Need Good Homes

Now that fall is here, SPC’s Plowshares 
Craftsfair and Peace Festival is just around 
the corner (December 5-6). Helping make 
the Craftsfair successful is fun and easy – 
adopt a Plowshares lawn sign for your front 
yard. We’ll put them out the week before 
and then pick them up the day after the 
Fair. People living on high visibility streets 
are especially encouraged, but anyone is 
welcome to help out. Contact Carol to be 
put on the lawn sign list.

ACTS’ Criminal Justice Task 
Force Takes Action

The Alliance of Communities Transforming 
Syracuse (ACTS) is a grassroots network 
of faith communities and organizations 
in the Syracuse area advocating for social 
justice. SPC is a member group.

ACTS’ Criminal Justice Task Force has 
been particularly busy lately. Earlier this 
year they learned that 16- and 17-year-old 
youth were routinely being held in solitary 
confinement at Jamesville Prison, locked 
in their cells for 23 hours a day, excluded 
from programming and prohibited from 
interacting with anyone else being held 
at the jail. ACTS is calling for an end to 
solitary confinement of 16- and 17-year-
olds in Onondaga County. Please sign the 
petition at http://tinyurl.com/o4dwws4.

To get involved with any ACTS task 
force as an SPC representative, please 
contact Carol.

helping with event organizing, and Ashley 
Ventura is working with Neighbors of the 
Onondaga Nation to commemorate the 10th 
anniversary of the Land Rights Action. 
Please extend a warm welcome to these 
bright and motivated interns when you 
see them at the SPC office and at events.

Activist Appreciation: 
Geoff Oldfield

Geoff Oldfield (above) is the perfect ex-
ample of the apple not falling far from the 
tree. His father John helped raise the alarm 
about weaponized drones early on, and 
his mother Julienne has been a peace and 
social justice worker for much of her life.

 Geoff is a genuinely nice person who 
often works in a background support role. 
Need things carried or hauled, or people 
transported? Geoff is there—and with 
good humor and a smile. He is a quiet, 
generous person willing to help. He has 
often transported people and props to the 
State Fair for the tableau— which is not 
an easy task. Last year he also joined in as 
the “drone operator” (see photo).

We thank you Geoff—for sharing your 
strength and equipment with SPC … and 
for your kindness as you do that.

Urban Jobs Task Force
The Urban Jobs Task Force (UJTF), of 
which SPC is a member organization, had 
a Rally for Jobs on September 23 before 
a study session for the Syracuse Resident 
Employment Ordinance to require more 
local hiring. The UJTF is distributing a 
petition in support of the ordinance, which 
requires that city residents comprise 20% 
of the workforce on city public works con-
tracts and half of that from impoverished 
neighborhoods or persons in a workforce 
database. With the ordinance, community 
organizations, unions, and workforce devel-
opers help contractors find skilled resident 
labor to meet the goals of the ordinance. 

Seeking New Steering 
Committee Members

The SPC Steering Committee is responsible 
for the organizational and political health 
of the Peace Council. If you are already 
engaged in SPC’s work in an ongoing way 
and would like to deepen your involvement, 
consider joining the Steering Committee. 
The Steering Committee oversees decisions 
on topics ranging from our annual budget 
to program priorities and members serve 
two-year terms (exceptions can be made 
in special circumstances). Decisions are 
made by consensus. If you are interested 
or would like to know more, contact Carol.

 
Record Breaking Garage Sale!
Despite a rainy Saturday, the SPC Garage 
Sale was a record success with over $2500 
raised to power SPC’s peace and justice 
work. We are thanking our lucky stars 
that we had more great stuff donated than 
ever before!

SUPER thanks to set-up extraordinaires 
Lanny Freshman, Theresa Buck-Bieling, 
Ann Tiffany, Marie Summerwood and Geoff 
Wright. BIG thanks to Ed Kinane, Shirley 
Novak, Jessica Maxwell, Brian Escobar and 
Joshua. There’s a MOUNTAIN of thanks 
to Rae Kramer, the heart and soul of the 
Garage Sale. Thanks also to everyone who 
donated and everyone who shopped, and 
thanks especially to the donors of big-ticket 
items like large furniture and a canoe!

Bike Goes to a Good Home
Congratulations, John Burdick, the lucky 
winner of another fantastic bike from Mello 
Velo Bike Shop on Westcott Street!

The Peace Council’s annual bike raffle 
raised a hefty $950 this year. Our profuse 
thanks go to Wendy Yost who sold raffle 
tickets all day long at the Westcott Street 
Cultural Fair, where the majority of tickets 
were sold. Thanks also to everyone who 
bought and sold raffle tickets. Bikes not 
bombs!

Welcome Fall Interns!
We are pleased to welcome Kirstyn, Manny 
and Ashley as SPC’s Fall 2015 interns. 
Among a variety of projects, Kirstyn Ross 
Roach is working on graphic design and 
website development, Manny Martinez is 

SPC in Action / from page 4
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C
o

u
rtro

o
m

, 
5400 

Butternut D
r. Katelyn, 422-

8224.

Solarize CN
Y W

orkshop - 
W

est Syracuse. 6pm
. Solvay 

G
eddes Com

m
unity Youth 

Center, 1010 W
oods Rd. 

Katelyn, 422-8224.

O
c

to
ber

 5         6     
  

        7  
  

      8 
 

 
     9 

 
 

    10                          11

EVERY FRI: Zum
ba Fitness 

Classes. 6:30-7:30pm
. W

estcott 
Com

m
unity Center. 826 Euclid 

Ave. $7 per class or $50 for ten 
classes. 478-8634.

Film
: Resistencia: The Fight 

for the A
guan Valley. 8pm

 
(doors 6:45). ArtRage Gallery, 
505 H

aw
ley Ave. 218-5711. 

$5-15 suggested donation.

Solarize CN
Y W

orkshop 
- N

atur-Tym
e. 1pm

. N
atur-

Tym
e, 3160 Erie Blvd East. 

Katelyn, 422-8224.

Solarize CN
Y W

orkshop 
- N

orth Syracuse. 5:30pm
. 

N
orthern O

nondaga Public 
Library at N

orth Syracuse, 100 
Trolley Barn Ln.

Shaded item
s are 

S
yracu

se 
P

eace 
C

o
u

n
cil 

related 
e

v
e

n
ts. 

In
fo

: 
peacecouncil.net, 315-
472-5478.

SP
C

 
Steerin

g
 

C
o

m
m

. 
M

eeting. 7-9pm
. O

pen to 
SPC supporters. Contact Ursula 
for agenda. 472-5478.

Syracuse G
reens M

onthly 
M

tg. 7pm
. 2013 E. Genesee 

St., 1st Floor. H
ow

ie, 425-1019.

Shaleshock CN
Y M

eeting. 
6p

m
. 

O
n

o
n

d
ag

a 
Free 

Library. Jack, 424-1454 or 
ram

skids2go@
aol.com

.

EVERY TU
ES.  Rough Tim

es 
Live (M

edia U
nit). 8pm

. Tim
e 

W
arner 98. 478-UN

IT.

EVERY SUN
: Top of the W

orld.   
10pm

-12am
. 88.3 FM

. M
usic.

EV
ER

Y M
O

N
.  W

estside 
Residents Coalition. 6:30-
8pm

. Spanish Action League/
La Liga, 700 O

sw
ego St.

PFLA
G

 M
eeting. 7-9pm

. First 
Presbyterian Church, 620 W

. 
Genesee St.

EVERY TH
U

RS.  Talk to a 
Law

yer. 6-8pm
. W

estcott 
Com

m
unity Center, 826 Euclid 

Ave. 478-8634. Free.

EVERY W
ED

.  Exercise Class 
for Seniors. 1pm

. W
estcott 

Com
m

unity Center, 826 Euclid 
Ave. 478-8634. Free.

Know
 Your Rights W

orkshop. 
7pm

. Plym
outh Church, 232 E. 

O
nondaga St. Laura, 218-5708.

EVERY W
ED

: Syr. Com
m

unity 
C

hoir R
ehearsal. 7-9pm

. 
G

race 
Episcopal 

C
hurch 

810 M
adison St. Everyone 

w
elcom

e. Children's rehearsal 
on M

ondays. 428-8151.

Kathy Kelly Speaks: Kabul 
to Syracuse to N

iagara 
Falls. 7pm

. All Saints Church, 
1340 Lancaster Ave. Carol, 
472-5478.

Film
: Very Young G

irls (2008). 
6pm

. D
ocum

entary by G
irls 

Educations and M
entoring. 

ArtRage Gallery, 505 H
aw

ley 
Ave. 218-5711.

W
hat If…

 film
: W

e the 
O

w
ners (2013). 6:30pm

. 
W

estcott Com
m

unity Center, 
826 Euclid Ave. 218-5711. Free.

EVERY TU
ES/TH

U
RS. Free 

G
ED

/Literacy 
P

ro
g

ram
. 

6-9pm
. 

W
estcott C

om
m

.
Center. 478-8634.

SU
N

 Southside Coalition. 
7pm

. Brady Faith Center, 404 
South Ave (across from

 SW
 

Com
m

unity Center). 476-7475.

EV
ERY M

O
N

.  Free G
ED

/
Literacy Program

. 9-12 noon. 
W

estcott Com
m

unity Center, 
826 Euclid Ave. 478-8634.

Postpartum
 Support G

roup. 
7pm

. W
om

en’s Inform
ation 

Center  601 Allen St. Christine, 
546-5075.

N
ew

 School O
pen H

ouse. 
2-4pm

. 5205 Jam
esville Rd.. 

new
schoolsyracuse.org. 

Explore our independent K-8 
school. Chat w

ith teachers, 
parents and adm

inistrators. 
Children w

elcom
e! Free.

SU
N

 
So

uthw
est 

A
ctio

n 
Council. 7pm

. Brady Faith, 
404 South Ave. 476-7475.

Sy
r

a
c

u
se

 Pe
a

c
e

 C
o

u
n

c
il

C
o

m
m

u
n

it
y

 C
a

le
n

d
a

r

O
c

t
o

b
e

r
 2015

M
O

N
T

U
E

S
W

E
D

T
H

U
R

S
F

R
I

          SA
T

 
s

u
n


